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Crawford Stewardship Project
Receives RESIST Grant
Crawford Stewardship
Project has been awarded a
$4,000 grant by RESIST, Inc.,
a national progressive foundation based in Somerville,
Massachusetts.
“This grant has offered
the opportunity for us to
continue our work on issues
surrounding concentrated
animal feeding operations
(CAFOs),” according to Edie
Ehlert, CSP Coordinator. In
particular, CSP is using some
of the funds to hire an independent agricultural consultant to review the nutrient
management plans and reports of the Wauzeka CAFO
in order to better understand
the potential manure spreading issues and abandonment
plans of the old lagoon at the
site.
“Building our supporter
base through education on
the issue by attending community events such as the
Crawford County Fair offers

opportunity for discussion
of various opinions among
our diverse community,”
comments Ellen Brooks, CSP
board member.
RESIST began in 1967 as
WKHIXQGHURIÀUVWUHVRUWIRU
hundreds of active progressive grassroots groups
working for social change.
“We are honored to receive
this grant, to be a part of this
group as we work here on
this rural social justice issue
that so compromises rural
quality of life for residents
close to CAFOs and drives
out traditional agriculture
and natural resource based
tourism,” states Lamar
Janes, CSP Board member.
“Each year, RESIST funds
groups like Crawford Stewardship Project because our
mission is to support people
who take a stand about the
issues that matter today,”
says RESIST board chair,
Miabi Chatterji.

Statewide Ag Forum
November 11 & 12
Join citizens statewide in the Sustain Rural Wisconsin Network Ag Forum to learn and share information
on CAFOs, water and air quality issues, communications and public relations and sustainable food and
farming methods and marketing.
Go to to www.sustainruralwisconsin.net for further
information and a link to register. Join a dynamic
group of presenters and citizens, farmers, environmentalists, health care professionals, and sports people in a forum to inform, inspire, discuss, and create
actions statewide.

Cows on Parade

SOLIDARITY
The “Cows on Parade”
joined the Tractorcade in
Madison on March 12, 2011,
with over 100,000 progressives from across the state
and beyond representing
family farmers, teachers,
union members, and working people calling for a
budget and laws to support
the working people of Wisconsin. The cows were originally created for Alliance
Concerned for Environmental Safety (ACES) for
the Westby Syttande Mai
parade in 2009 and have
made their appearance at
various events, including
public hearings on CAFOs,
2010 agricultural anti-trust
hearing in Madison, 2009
Apple Festival parade in

Gays Mills, and were covered on national media on
March 12.
One of the amazing things
about that day was being
in a crowd where everyone
thought you were their
friend. The atmosphere was
one of intense support. Tony
Schultz of Family Farm
Defenders, owner with
his partner Kat Becker of a
popular CSA in Marathon
County, spoke out eloquently on stage for unity
of workers and farmers and
against factory farms.
These cows have represented our rural social
justice issues repeatedly. Our
huge thanks to Gene and
Lyn Lombard for creating
the costumes.

WELCOME JUSTINE BJURQUIST!

Justine Bjurquist

We are pleased to have Justine
Bjurquist join our CSP staff working
with Edie Ehlert and our board. Justine grew up on a farm near Seneca.
She has a BA in Environmental Studies from Luther College. Her enthusiasm, knowledge of soil science and
appreciation of our natural resources
are a great asset to our organization.
We look forward to working with her.
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MORE THAN TALK ABOUT WATER QUALITY MONITORING
tion alone.
This is not a
normal farm.
This is a factory. If you
had a factory
near a large
population
of people
in the city,
it would be
shut down
or it would
have to clean
up its act.
The attitude
seems to be
that farmers
should be
used to it. I
grew up on a
farm. I know
what normal
close as I live I can’t expect
farm smells are. This is not
somebody else to take the
normal. Also, I see monitorinterest that I have. It’s not
ing as the only possible way
only that spring, but with
of taking some action in
our karst area it can affect
stopping this.
a lot of people, some place
What training did you do,
along the line. This area in
how do you learn monitoring?
Wisconsin is some of the
Fred: Hands on, hands on,
most beautiful in the whole
(chuckle).
of the United States. This is
Sandy: It really is {hands on].
unique, really unique.
There was a training workSandy: The law allows some- shop, but it doesn’t really
thing to go charging ahead
mean much until you start
without fully investigating
doing it. {Valley Stewardit. And then 20 years down
ship Network does trainings
the line, this is terrible, but
to include understanding
it’s too late then. So that is
the concepts, explanation
the overriding piece of it,
and work book, and going
the contamination of the
through the process at a
groundwater, the streams.
monitoring site. From there
Also, I can’t believe how the it really is about practice.]
law can allow someone to do %ULHÁ\H[SODLQWKHPRQWKO\
such a terrible thing to their monitoring:
neighbors...the smell polluFred: We work as a team.

Sandy and Fred at the stream
Interview with water
quality monitors Sandy
Vold and Fred Hausler
Interviewed by Edie Ehlert
Fred farms next to the
Wauzeka CAFO and Sandy
is a retired newspaper
reporter who lives a few
short miles from the CAFO.
As Fred sat down for our
interview, he commented
that it was a good thing we
were at Sandy’s house as
the east wind had made his
place “very unpleasant” due
to odors from the CAFO.
Why did you get involved
in monitoring?
Fred: Living close to the
hog operation, knowing the
lay of the land…I want to
be involved in being sure
that spring is monitored,
watched. If I don’t do it as

Sandy has the clipboard to
record; Bob Lenz and I do
the routine.
Sandy: We monitor air and
water temperature, oxyJHQWXUELGLW\VWUHDPÁRZ
stream width, pH, and use
test strips for nitrate and
nitrite. If they are way off,
you wonder what is going
on. It’s a warning sign.
What is the greatest challenge?
Fred: Herding “cats”! For
the three teams monthly
monitoring, it’s not bad. But
coordinating the sampling
for the labs, timing so one
person can take all three site
samples at the same time to
the lab, that can be tough.
Sandy: First time, we didn’t
think it was ever going to
happen! [2-4 times a year,
water samples are taken for
lab testing for E. coli, ammonia, nitrite and nitrate, phosphorus, and background
bacteria. The samples must
be delivered within 24 hours
to the lab.]
What are your hopes for the
monitoring results?
Sandy: Because of the smell
pollution, my hope is that
it would be shut down. My
second hope is that everyWKLQJZRXOGEHÀQHLIZHDUH
stuck with it.
Fred: We got it now, it’s
there. Regards to shutting
down, there’s more taxpayer money again. They
got the thing set up so the
hog farmer can’t lose. He
got money to set it up and
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REFLECTIONS ON CAFO PUBLIC HEARINGS
by Edie Ehlert,
Sitting in the crowded room
in Adams, WI at the proposed
0LON6RXUFHRZQHG5LFKÀHOG

celebrations. Neighbors are
suffering from migraines,
asthma, pounding headaches,
and chronic stress. When

A crowd at the Adams public hearing.
CAFO public hearing in July,
the anxiety and tension of
those around me was palpable. Just two months prior,
citizens learned of this proposal that could change their
quality of life forever in their
homes and community.
As Elaine Swanson, who
lives near Milk Source’s
Rosendale Dairy, said in
comments on that CAFO’s
expansion approved by the
DNR, “We who live near the
dairy or in areas surrounding
VSUHDGLQJÀHOGVDUHH[SHULencing health problems and
wrongful loss of outdoor

spreading occurs near neighboring gardens, some have
taken to wearing a respirator
face mask for weeks in order
to work in their own gardens.” Milk Source will have
5 dairy CAFOs in the state if
WKH5LFKÀHOG&$)2LVDSproved with a total of 26,100
cows in all their CAFOs and
no expansion limits listed for
their Rosendale CAFO.
This was my third public
hearing and I’ve become too
experienced in this process,
recognizing that while we are
offered a chance to speak, our
YRLFHVKDYHOLWWOHLQÁXHQFH

Do you want to give
a great holiday gift?
Beautiful,
artistic and
graphic
display of
our precious
karst
geology 22"

x 28"
$16
plus $4
shipping

Send orders postpaid to
CSP, PO Box 284, Gays Mills, WI 54631

But the tone has been changing.
Bob Clarke, a leader in the
6WRS7KH5LFKÀHOG'DLU\
organization, stood up at the
beginning and stated for the
record his objection to the
presentation allowed by Milk
Source at this DNR hearing. The DNR told him to sit
down and he declined, stating
he would be heard. Why do
they get to “sell” their CAFO
proposal at a DNR public
hearing? If they get to do a
presentation, then the opposition should get to do a
presentation. In the past, we
all sat quietly and put up with
it. No more.
CAFO owners and their
workers openly commented
among themselves, sneered
at the opposition, particularly

Anti CAFO tee shirts and
signs tell how they feel
the most vulnerable, those in
wheel chairs or who speak too
“passionately.” And we, the
opposition, clapped for particularly powerful speakers even
though the DNR staff told us
they would shut down the
public hearing. People called
out their objections to “facts”
that are pure propaganda; the
frustration and anger was out
in the open.
The DNR staff was disorganized, did not know how to
respond to the challenge that
Milk Source had no right to be
doing a presentation. A number of us who arrived early
in order to speak early had to

wait hours because the DNR
staff in its confusion mislaid
a whole pile of opposition
comment sheets. So many had
left by the time Bob Clarke, as
leader of the opposition, even
got to speak at all. When we
ÀUVWREMHFWHGWRVSHDNHUVLQ
a row supporting the CAFO,
the DNR lawyer said with
satisfaction, “Well, there’s just
more of them than you.” It
was later that the lost comment sheets were acknowledged, with no apology made
at the meeting for losing them
or for the disrespect shown to
the opposition. They all just
want us to go away.
But we aren’t going away.
We are growing in numbers
and in understanding of the
issues. We are moving beyond
polite. We are frustrated that
the state legislature through
the DNR and DATCP has
gone to bat for the CAFO industry and left rural Wisconsin communities to attempt to
fend for themselves from this
colonization and onslaught.
After all, the CAFO industry
wrote the Livestock Siting
/DZIRUWKHLURZQEHQHÀW
And we as citizens are stuck
doing the monitoring that
agencies can’t afford to take
on. The situation is daunting.
And yet I feel hopeful.
Why? Because though CAFOs
continue to spread, public
awareness has grown as
well. All this societal and
environmental degradation
comes down to a simple fact.
Corporations are calling the
VKRWV$QGSHRSOHDUHÀQDOO\
demanding that we take back
our resources, our communities, and our legislators.
Sustainable agriculture is the
best present solution and the
wave of the future. A Farm
Aid sticker reads, “In farmers
we trust.” We need to make
good on that promise.
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BOOK REVIEW
By Gloria Derksen

‘RIGHTEOUS
PORKCHOP’

Why did I thoroughly
enjoy this book and feel
compelled to encourage
voracious readers out
there to squeeze this into
your must-read list? After
all, it contains a lot of data,
IDFWVDQGÀJXUHVWKLQJV
we know or should know
about industrial farming
and the fallout from it.
Could be dry reading...
But, it is not. I fell for
Nicolette Hahn Niman’s
complete story—how she
was asked by Robert Kennedy Jr. to work on North
Carolina swine industry
pollution, and where it
took her personally. As a
vegetarian, young lawyer,
she knew little about what
she was about to be exposed to. But she energetically pursued the course
she was set upon. And it
also led to getting to know
farmers, and ranchers,
and a famed sustainable
one of note: her future
husband, Bill Niman. His
pet nickname for her is
“Righteous Porkchop.”
So for those of you who
like a little love story, a
little “aww, sweet” factor, like I do, you’ll breeze
through the pages and
wish it was longer.
Maybe we can hope for a
better future, with sustainable farming in high
popularity, and she can
write a righteous sequel.
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Wauzeka area CAFO update
Last November, CSP
brought forward concerns
to the DNR on issues of
the abandonment of the
old buildings and lagoon,
updates to the Nutrient
Management Plan, Engineering reports on the present buildings, and Annual
Report for the Wauzeka
area Feeder Pig CAFO.
In March the DNR issued
a Notice of Non Compliance to the CAFO owner
on issues of the WPDES
permit. According to the
DNR letter dated May 9,
2011, the CAFO is now
in compliance with their
permit.

MOVIE REVIEW

TROUBLED
WATERS: A
MISSISSIPPI
RIVER STORY
The beautiful photography of this DVD contrasts
with the painful reality
of the cost of America’s
bountiful heartland agriculture. Excess nitrogen
and phosphorus and topsoil erosion are contaminating our waterways.
The Emmy Award-winning team that also created
“Minnesota: A History
of the Land” excelled in
addressing some of the
major issues. What makes
WKHÀOPVWDQGRXWLVWKDW
solutions are offered from
a variety of viewpoints.
7KLVÀOPLVVXUHWRVSDUN
discussion. Watch for a
showing by CSP or order
from the Bell Museum of
Minnesota, 612-624-4112,
$19.95 plus tax.

Some of the highlights of
the latest reports include:
The abandonment of the
old lagoon and buildings
includes a new building
with manure storage under.
At this time, no more animals are being added to the
operation. Engineer Kathy
Martin of Socially Responsible Agriculture Project
sent a number of concerns
about the new building to
the DNR. The DNR did not
make any required changes
to include her environmental concerns.
The agricultural consultant that CSP has hired is
reviewing the 2011 Nutri-

WATER

ent Management Plan and
2010 Annual Report. The
operation now includes
the addition of 80 acres
of neighbor cropland for
spreading.
The CSP water quality monitors continue to
monthly monitor water
around the CAFO at three
sites monthly. Additional
sampling began this spring
to include sampling for lab
analysis. This process was
repeated this summer and
another sampling will be
done this fall to establish
base lines and changes in
water quality throughout
the seasons.

from page 2

if he closes down, he gets
ter quality. I just don’t think
money. It really is a bind on
you can lose by becoming a
all the citizens who endure
volunteer.
it. If we can keep one person
from getting totally sick,
WKDWZRXOGEHDÀUVWSULRU
ity for me. In light of what
we know in other places in
Wisconsin, where they get
contaminated water in their
wells and streams….
(Both Fred and Sandy expressed hope that the county
would be more involved in
monitoring and oversight of
ABOVE: volunteer
the operation.)
Maureen Van den Bosch
What are some “Words of
samples stream water
Wisdom” for folks considCrawford
ering learning water quality
monitoring?
Stewardship Project
Fred: Learn to enjoy the great
needs 2 to 3 more
outdoors. Keep our streams,
folks to join as
our water safe.
VOLUNTEER WATER
Sandy: For the little amount
QUALITY
MONITORS
of training required and the
time you have to put into it,
around Wauzeka
the pay back is far greater,
CAFO
not just in the feeling that
Contact CSP
you are doing something
608-735-4277
good, but you know what
you are talking about in wa-
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HOW LONG MUST RURAL PEOPLE ENDURE HEALTHTHREATENING AIR BORNE TOXINS FROM CAFOS?
by Edie Ehlert
Amelia Royko lives in a state
of constant awareness, one of
daily strife and anxiety. She
lives three miles from Larsen
Dairy, a 3,000 cow CAFO
in Rock County, WI. Her
home is invaded by stench
such that she must live
with air conditioning most
of the time. The odors and
emissions are often strong,
- trespassing air pollution - is
how she describes it. Driving
home and passing one-half
mile from the CAFO, her
lungs burn and her daughter
gags.
Amelia has been told by
'15RIÀFLDOVWKDWWKHFXUUHQW
laws regarding agricultural
air emissions have been suspended. Basically, “Live with
it!” She doesn’t need quotes
from the rules and statutes.
She needs change in laws
and policy.
“Hazardous Pollution from
Factory Farms: An Analysis of EPA’s National Air
Emissions Monitoring Study
Data” was compiled by The
Environmental Integrity Project in March 2011. The EIP
report states: “Five years ago,
EPA suspended enforcement
of air pollution laws against
CAFOs until the study was
complete, and in 2008, EPA
exempted CAFOs from
most pollution reporting
requirements altogether. But
the study shows that many
CAFOS pollute in quantities
large enough to trigger emission reporting laws that have
applied to most other large
industries for decades, and
the Clean Air Act protections
may be warranted to protect
rural citizens…. [The new]
UHVHDUFKFRQÀUPVWKDWWKH
large CAFOS that dominate

the nation’s meat industry
arbitrarily exempted CAFOs
are major sources of amfrom most of the pollution
monia emissions and other
reporting requirements in
dangerous air pollutants.”
two federal environmental
According to
laws.
Five years ago, EPA
Tarah Heinzen,
Contract
suspended enforcement with indeattorney and
report author,
pendent
of air pollution laws
“No other major against CAFOs until the experts to
industry in the
peer-review
study was complete,
U.S. would be
the industry’s
and in 2008, EPA
permitted to
analysis and
exempted CAFOs from establish an
pollute at these
levels without
most pollution reporting independent
EPA oversight. requirements altogether. committee to
It is time for the
oversee the
EPA to overturn
emission estithe Bush Administration’s
mating methodology process.
backroom deals with the
Re-calculate daily and
factory farm industry and
overall emission averages
begin applying consistent
with all negative values and
federal standards to all major other clearly erroneous data
polluters.”
points removed and use the
The EIP report suggests
resulting total emissions to
remedies to include:
determine whether CAFOs
Rescind the 2008 rule that
of a certain size should be

regulated under the Clean
Air Act.
Use the study’s monitoring
data to calculate short-term
pollution levels as well as
24-hour averages, and determine whether spikes in pollution in either emissions or
the air surrounding CAFOs
pose a threat to public health.
Draft regulations necessary
to use the Clean Air Act to
protect public health from
factory farm pollution.
CSP and concerned citizens
nationwide need to bring
these air quality issues to
our legislators, to stand up
for rural communities and
the people who are assaulted
daily by health-threatening
toxins.
The complete report and
news release can be seen
online at www.environmentalintegrity.org/03_09_2011.php.

Editorial cartoon courtesy of Mark Taylor
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FIND OUT MORE

GET INVOLVED

by Gloria Derksen
:KHQ,ÀUVWKHDUGRI&$)2VIURPDQ
ad, I knew nothing, but felt curious and
motivated by my quest to align myself
“with leaving the campsite better than
when I found it.”
I presumed I didn’t know enough to be
of any help, but I offered to help where
I could. I took meeting minutes as best I
could. It took a while of attending meetings to understand enough. Now, I know
when to say, “I’ll take care of that” because of my comfort with everything, and
I only offer the time I have available.
I have accumulated so much awareness and knowledge (and peripherally, of
government dealings, grass roots organizations, strategy planning, some research,
science, legalities, etc.). I attended many
events, discussions by CSP, and board
meetings and connected with people. Bit
by bit, I became aware of the complexity
and depth of challenges.
Consider getting involved with CSP for
your own satisfaction. Talk to one of the
board members, maybe even sit in on a
meeting.

!!!!!!!!!!!
Fall 2011
Supporters Gathering
and Farmers Panel

Thursday, October 13, 7 p.m.
FALL SUPPORTERS GATHERING

Join us on
for our

Water issues will be the theme, to include report of the monitoring
around the Wauzeka CAFO, presentation by Katya Leonard of the Valley
Stewardship Network water quality monitoring program, a report on the
Copper Creek high capacity well proposal as well as a report of the Sustain
Rural Wisconsin Network project on monitoring around CAFOs.
Scrumptious local snacks and local door prizes will add to the event
presentation and discussion. This is a time to share suggestions for CSP
and enjoy the company of other supporters.

The gathering will be at the beautiful historic
Maple Ridge Church near Steuben on Maple Ridge Rd,
North off County E in Crawford County.
Then in November we are planning our annual
FARMERS PANEL. Graziers will discuss the
advantages and challenges. Date and details to be
announced. See crawfordstewarshipproject.org

!!!!!!!!!!!

